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We are pleased to announce that we have entered into a strategic agreement with DSC Global to distribute 

SkinMTX’s innovative products and proven treatment range throughout the Vietnamese market. 

 

As a pioneer in aesthetic skincare innovation, SkinMTX is proud to have received acceptance around the globe as 

a testament to our formulations that offers the highest level of effectiveness and safety. The result is unrivalled 

potency that matches up to the demanding standards of aesthetic and dermatological care. 

 

SkinMTX uses top-of-the-range ingredients in each product with established effectiveness that delivers long-

lasting efficacy, ensuring the benefits reach the depth of the skin. Among the scientific breakthrough formulations 

are Nobel Prize inspired Telozyme™ Complex, a cellular intervention that protects the end caps of DNA 

chromosomes to prolong and reactivate skin youthfulness, Fullerene that significantly improves skin brightness 

and suppresses melanin formation with 125x higher efficacy compared to vitamin C, triple encapsulated Intense 

RejuvorA™ that improves retinol stability and efficacy - reduces free radical damage, preventing wrinkle 

formations while supporting collagen and skin renewal as well as Alpha Arbutin, proven to have a superior 

lightening effect without the toxicity and irritations associated with hydroquinone. 

 

DSC Global is a leading aesthetic distributor in Vietnam, working with Spas, Dermatologists, Beauty Centers, 

Dermatology Clinics, and Dermatology Hospitals. Among the main principles that DSC Global upholds and set as 

top priority are product quality, safety, and high applicability. In order to maintain this standards, DSC Global 

works with a team of dermatologists in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City to provide staff training and  

coaching on procedure and product every quarter. 

 

With the industry expertise and emphasis on efficacy, quality, and safety from both  

organizations, this new partnership foresees a mutually beneficial growth for both parties. 

 

We at SkinMTX are excited with this new collaboration and we are confident that our  

partnership with DSC Global will provide our customers with local presence, and  

outstanding support and dedication, without compromising on quality. 
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